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Definitions: 

1. Semester System: 

A system in which study is divided into two regular semesters in one academic year, in addition to the 

possibility of offering a summer session. 

2. Regular Semester: 

A period of no less than 15 weeks during which courses are taught. It excludes the registration and the 

examination periods. 

3. Summer Session: 

A period of no less than 6 weeks and no more than 8 weeks, including the registration and the 

examination periods. During summer sessions, the accredited hours for each course are doubled. 

4. Study Level: 

It refers to the student’s study stage according to the approved degree plans.  

5. Degree Plan: 

A series of obligatory, elective and free courses which form the number of hours a student has to 

successfully complete as part of the graduation requirements in order to obtain a degree in the specified 

major.   

6. Course Load: 

The number of credit hours a student registers in each semester. 

7. Academic Course: 

A course included in the approved degree plan for each major. Each course has a number, code, title 

and a detailed description which distinguishes it from other courses in terms of content and level. The 

corresponding department keeps a course file for each one for the purpose of follow-up, assessment and 

improvement. A course may have one or more pre-requisite or co-requisite courses.  

8. Pre-Requisite Course: 

A course that must be completed successfully prior to enrolling in another course. 
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9. Credit Hours: 

A unit of measuring the number of hours a student has to attend weekly throughout the semester. Each 

credit hour equals one hour of theoretical instruction or 2-4 hours of practical instruction or training per 

week throughout the regular semester.  

10. Contact Hours: 

The number of theoretical and practical hours a student is scheduled to attend weekly for each course. 

11. Displacement Hours: 

The number of credit hours in which a student has attained the letter grade (F, DN, WF) and which 

can be displaced from the GPA after retaking them and completing them successfully. 

12. Academic Program: 

A set of courses a student has complete successfully in order to obtain an associate diploma, diploma 

in science or a bachelor’s degree. 

13. Course Work Mark: 

The mark that shows the student’s achievements during the semester according to his/ her 

performance in exams, research, assignments, field/ practical training and various course related 

educational activities. 

14. Final Examination: 

An examination in course materials, held once in the end of every semester.  

15. Final Examination mark: 

The mark attained by the student in the final examination for each course. 

16. Accumulated Mark: 

The total sum of the class work mark plus the final examination mark for each course out of a total 

grade of 100. 

17. Grade: 

Alphabetical letters that indicate the percentage or the final grade received in a course. 
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18. Quality Points Calculation: 

Total quality points for each course are calculated by multiplying the number of credit hours by the 

point value of the letter grade earned by the student. 

19. Semester GPA: 

The total quality points a student has earned, divided by the credit hours assigned for all courses taken 

in a given semester.  

20. Cumulative GPA: 

The total quality points a student has earned in all courses taken since enrolling in the program, divided 

by the total number of credit hours assigned for these courses, taking in consideration the hours that are 

not included in the calculation of the GPA. 

21. Transcript: 

A transcript shows the achievements of student which includes all the courses taken in the college/ 

institute, credit hours, codes, grades, quality points, semester GPA, cumulative GPA, as well as the equated 

and exempted courses. 

22. Academic Warning : 

A notification given to a student with a cumulative GPA below 2.00at the end of the semester. 

23. Diploma & Associate Degree: 

A certificate of Diploma/ Associate Degree awarded to student which indicates that he/she has 

completed a particular academic level in a particular major.  

24. Bachelor Degree: 

A certificate of Bachelor degree awarded to student which indicates that he/she has completed no less 

than 4 academic years in a particular major.  

25. Scholarship Student: 

A student who received an external scholarship to study in the Colleges and Institutes Sectors (CIS).   

26. Visiting Student: 

A student studying in another university or college who wants to study one or more courses in the CIS 

or vice versa. 
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27. Academic Advisor: 

An academic advisor is a faculty member assigned to offer academic guidance and counseling for a 

group of students enrolled in a semester. 

28. Co-operative Training Program: 

A period in which students are required to spend 15 weeks of practical training in their major field. The 

student should regularly be in touch with his/her academic advisor to discuss the co-operative program.  

29. Graduation Project   :  

A research study that has to be conducted by some students according to their major field (theoretical/ 

practical) for a full semester (15 weeks) within the necessary standards and rules that have been practiced 

in previous courses that serve this purpose. 

 

Student Clubs and Activities: 

Student clubs are an important forum for discovering, developing students’ talents and encouraging innovation 

and creativity through programs and activities of a voluntary nature, in places where students’ activities are 

organized according to the target, and enables them to communicate with the leaders of these activities inside 

and outside the college. 

Student activity objectives: 

1- Instilling self-motivation for giving 

2- Establishing activities that highlight the efforts of the members of the club in the areas in which they are distinguished. 

3- Discovering student talents and nurturing talented students. 

4- Creating a suitable environment for students to develop their abilities and skills and exchange experiences 

among themselves and working to encourage, support and honor them. 

5- Participating in various events internally and externally to observe and exchange experiences. 

6- Working in a team spirit and get used to taking responsibility. 

7- Developing students’ talents in management and leadership and providing suitable training. 

8- Acquiring and developing social skills, such as communicationand interpersonal skills. 

9- Fostering a sense of belonging for students. 
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Membership conditions: 

1- To be a regular student in the College/ Institute. 

2- Filling out the application form for membership. 

3- A period of no less than one year until the student’s graduation is required, excluding the field 

training semester. 

4- Annual renewal of the membership. 

 

Student clubs: 

1- Computer Club 

2- Scientific Club 

3- Photography Club 

4- Afaq Club 

5- Business Management Club 

6- Civil Engineering Club 

7- Mechanical Engineering Club 

8- Sports Club 

9- Boy Scout Club 

10- Sanad Volunteer Team 

 

Services offered by student fund: 

1- Financial aids: one-off benefits which vary according to the student’s needs and conditions. The 

student has to be registered in that semester and has to provide supporting documents according to 

the case.  

2- Student loan: student fund offers cash loans depending on student’s needs and attached documents 

and according to the following conditions: 

- The student has to be registered in that semester. 

- The student must be eligible to a regular monthly allowance. 

- Loans and financial aids are paid according to financial means with the approval of authority 

holder. 

College leisure and service facilities: 

- Football field 

- Volleyball court 

- Basketball court 

- The entertainment hall 

- College Restaurant 

- Coffee shops and buffets 

- Printing Center 
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Learning resources center:  

The college offers a library with a good number of valuable titles and books, and offers subscriptions to 

international databases. It also provides a number of computers and photocopying machines. 

Admission requirements: 

The candidate applying for admission acceptance has to fulfill the following standards: 

1. The candidate should be a Saudi national or born to a Saudi mother. 

2. The candidate should have obtained the secondary school certificate in a period of less than five 

years prior to his/her application. However, the College/ Institute Council may waive this condition. 

3. The candidate should have obtained the secondary school with at least ‘good’ grade.  

4. The candidate should submit the results of the General Aptitude Test (GAT) and the Scholastic 

Achievement Admission Test (Science).  

5. Passing the medical examination. 

6. The candidate should fulfill any other requirementsapproved by the College/ Institute Council. 

7. Candidates must be graduates of the natural sciences track only. 

8. Selection of candidates, who satisfy all the admission requirements, is based on the weighted average 

of their cumulative GPA in secondary school, the results of the General Aptitude Test (GAT), and the 

Scholastic Achievement Admission Test. 

9. The candidate must not be dismissed from any other college or university for disciplinary reasons. If it 

becomes apparent after admission that the candidate has already been dismissed for such reasons, his 

registration will be cancelled. This also applies to the student transferred to Jubail University College. 

 

Student induction program:  

The Deputy for Student Affairs offers a program for students enrolled in the preparatory year and a detailed 

description of the different majors in the college and the regulations for joining them (if any). Each academic 

department offers an orientation program to freshmen students during the first week in which they provide a 

full description about the major, courses, labs and job opportunities after graduation. 
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The Deputy for Student Affairs: 

The Deputy seeks to help the student and create opportunities for success and creativity and provide the 

student with the necessary skills to adapt to university life. The deputy also provides advice, guidance, 

counseling, and academic, social and psychological assistance to all students through the following 

departments: 

- Admission and Registration Department 

- Student Services Unit 

- Guidance and Counselling Unit 

- Learning Resources Center 

  Should you have any queries, do not hesitate to go to these departments and ask for help at any time. 

Registration and study system: 

1- The academic year is divided into two regular semesters and the duration for each semester is no less 

than (15) weeks. A summer session with a duration of no less than (6) weeks may be offered if available 

(summer session is not a regular semester and is subject to special regulations).  

2- The study in the college is based on academic levels system. The undergraduate program in college 

comprises 8 levels. 

3- The duration of an academic level is one semester. 

4- The progression of student in academic levels courses is based on the regulations of moving from one 

level to another, according to the approved degree plan. 

5- Student has to follow the approved degree plans and progress in their levels in order to obtain the 

degree according the program in which they he/she is enrolled. 

6- An academic advisor is assigned to each student for assistance in matters such as: 

• Following up on the academic progress of the student, completing his/her graduation 

requirements, as well as accomplishing the objectivesand output of the College/ Institute. 

• Assisting the student in selecting the academic major that best suits the student‘s preferences and 

capabilities, and offering academic advice, study plans and suitable alternatives to earn the highest 

scores. 
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• Familiarizing the student with the academic calendar system, important dates and ways of 

computing marks and cumulative GPA  

• Familiarity with the degree plan terminologies (levels, majors and courses). 

• Familiarity with course titles, codes, prerequisites and equivalent courses and guiding student to 

the best ways of taking advantage of them. 

• Familiarity with bylaws. 

• Monitoring students GPA, guiding those with low GPAs and warning them about the related 

regulations. 

• Encouraging student to increase his/her academic activity and use the different learning resources 

and means of electronic communications.  

• Planning the advisory process according to advisory tools like designing questionnaires, 

implementing  observation forms and advisory interviews. 

Distribution of students across majors: 

Students are distributed across majors after completing the preparatory year according to availability, 

prioritization of majors by student, cumulative GPA and the fulfilment of any special requirements. 

 

Degree plan: 

The degree plan is divided into several levels according to the degree referred to in Article 10 of this regulation. 

Each plan specifies the obligatory, elective, free courses and the number of credits the student must successfully 

complete to earn the degree in his/her major.  This distribution of courses and credits is termed the ‘degree 

plan’. All degree plans are approved by the College/ Institute Council. Departments must regularly review and 

update their degree plans to provide the latest developments in different majors according to the following 

rules: 

1. A student‘s degree plan is referred to by a specific code number, starting from his/her first semester at 

the College/ Institute. 

2. Departments establish a list of approved elective courses and submit it to the College/Institute Council 

and forward it to the Admission and Registration Department. 
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3. In special circumstances, some students may change from one degree plan to another, as long as their 

graduation requirements are not negatively affected. 

4. In establishing changes to a degree plan, it is anticipated that some courses might not be offered, or 

new courses may be included. Therefore, students who proceed at a slower pace should complete 

their graduation requirements in accordance with the time schedule of their original degree plan. If 

the new plan requires taking a course that was previously cancelled, but it becomes impossible to 

register for such a course, the student may take an equivalent course in terms of content and number 

of credits, upon the approval of the academic advisor, the department council, and the College 

Council. The Admission and Registration Deanship should also be informed. 

5. If a dismissed or suspended student is readmitted, he/she is subject to the same degree plan that was 

assigned to him/her in his/her last semester at the College/ Institute, unless this plan has been 

canceled. If his/her original degree plan has been canceled, the student will be transferred to the most 

recent degree plan according to his/her major. 

6. A student must continue his/her academic achievement within the framework of the degree plan. If 

he/she completes all requirements of the plan, he/she will be nominated for graduation. 

Course load: 

The student’s course load is determined according to the following rules: 

1- The minimum number of credit hours in a semester is (12), unless a student is in his/her last semester. 

2- The maximum number of credit hours in a semester is (19) if the cumulative GPA is not less than 

(2.00). A student may register for (21) credit hours with the approval of the department chairperson, if 

his/her cumulative GPA in the last two semesters is not less than (3.00) out of (4.00) 

3- The maximum course load for student in summer session is (8) credit hours if his/her GPA is not less 

than (2.00), and (6) credit hours for the academically warned student.  

4- The maximum course load for student upon graduation is (20) credit hours. The number of credit 

hours may be extended to (24) after the approval of College Managing Director (or his acting 

director). 

5- The minimum course load for an academically warned student is (12) credit hours and the maximum 

load is (13). 
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Changing majors: 

Student may change his/her major after the approval of the College Managing Director according to the 

following rules: 

1- Student may change major before the end of level (6). 

2- The changing process is recorded in the student’s academic transcript. 

3- Student is only allowed to change major twice in the College/Institute. 

4- Changing majors is based on specific regulations stated by the College Council. 

In case of changing major, all courses previously taken including grades, semester GPA and cumulative 

GPA are recorder in the student’s transcript. 

Attendance and excuses: 

- A regular student is required to attend lectures and laboratory sessions. If his/her absence exceeded the 

limit allowed (20% of contact hours) which equals three study weeks in a regular semester, the student 

will be barred from continuing the course and will be denied entrance to the respective final examination. 

Excused absences must not exceed a total of two weeks of contact hours for each course.  

- A student who is denied entrance to the final examination due to absences is given the mark (0) in that 

course and his grade will be based on the class work marks. 

 

Valid excuses: 

The valid excuses to change the unexcused absence state to an excused one or to have an opportunity to take 

a make-up exam are as follows: 

1. In case of hospitalization or having a surgery during the period of the exam. 

2. In case of having contagious disease according to a medical report. 

3. In case of first-degree death case, a student has to submit death certificate to the Student Affairs 

within 7 days of the death date. 

4. In case of participating in events or official activities in which the College/Institute or the students is 

a party. 
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Academic warning: 

A student will be given this status according to the cumulative GPA at the end of each regular semester if his/her 

GPA is less than 2.00 out of 4.00 

Academic dismissal: 

A student will be dismissed if he/she receives three academic warnings for having a cumulative GPA lower than 

(2.00) out of (4.00). The Academic Assessment Committee may grant a student, who can improve his/her 

cumulative GPA to more than (2.00), a fourth chance based on recommendations of the College Council 

Displacement system and GPA recalculation: 

The displacement system and the GPA recalculation is applied on the student who completed all the 

requirements of the degree plan including the field training with a GPA lower than (2.00) out of (4.00) into 

(2.00) after displacement according to the following rules: 

1- The GPA may be recalculated to exclude the grades (F – WF – DN) for the courses that were retaken 

and completed successfully. 

2- If the transcript doesn’t include the grades (F – WF – DN), the grades (D – D+) may be displaced 

instead for the courses that were taken and completed successfully.  

3- The courses that were displaced will appear in the transcript with an indication that they were excluded 

from the GPA calculation.  

4- The number of hours that may be displaced should not exceed (24) hours maximally. 

 

Suspension of Study: 

If a regular student stopped studying for one semester without a postponing request, the student file is 

terminated. The college council is also entitled to terminate the student file if being absent for less period of 

time. 
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Postponement of Study: 

1. A student has the right to postpone the study before starting the regular semester if a valid excuse is 

provided to the deputy of the students’ affairs. This period is not included in the timeframe required 

for graduation.  

2. A student is able to postpone for three semesters; however, it must not exceed two consecutive 

semesters, or three nonconsecutive semesters. 

Semester Withdrawal: 

1. Students can withdraw from continuing studying the semester after the beginning of this semester 

and after issuing the class schedules. A student is not considered failure if a valid excuse is provided 

to the deputy of students’ affairs. S/He receives a suitable grade according to Article (31) in The 

Exam and Study bylaws. This semester is included within the timeframe required for graduation.  

2. A student is able to withdraw from three semesters; however, it must not exceed two consecutive 

semesters, or three nonconsecutive semesters. 

3. In case a withdrawal application is accepted for a student, and in case of obtaining DN in any course 

before the final approval, the grade is recorded in the student’s transcript and in the GPA calculation. 

Grades that Students obtain in case of approving withdrawing from the semester: 

The grades that a student receives upon the withdrawal request approval 

 (WF)   (WP)  (W) 

Grade (WF) is given when a student 

withdraws from all courses after the 

given time for withdrawal with (W) and 

with unsatisfactory performance during 

the following period of time (after week 

10 and before week 14 

Grade (WP) is given when a student 

withdraws from all courses after the 

given time for withdrawal with (W) and 

with satisfactory performance during the 

following period of time (after week 10 

and before week 14) 

Grade (W) is given when a student 

withdraws (from the semester before 

the end of week 10). A student can drop 

a course with W grade before the end of 

week 6 of the regular semester. The 

course load should not be less than 12 

credit hours, and the student had not 

received a DN in the course. It is not 

allowed to drop any course after week 6. 
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File Termination and Reinstatement: 

A student file is terminated in the following cases: 

1. Suspension of study for one whole semester or less without postponement or withdrawal request. 

2. Withdrawal from college. 

3. Academic or disciplinary dismissal. 

4. A student whose file was terminated is allowed to reinstate his/her file based on the cases according 

to the following rules: 

• The student shall apply for file reinstatement within 4 semesters and before at least one week from 

the beginning of the next semester. 

• The semester in which the student’s file was terminated is included in the period of suspension. 

• The student’s file shall not be reinstated more than once. The college council is entitled to except 

certain cases if valid justifications were provided and/or according to regulations determined by the 

council. 

• It is not allowed to reinstate a student’s file who is academically or disciplinary dismissed. 

• If a student file was terminated for more than 4 semesters, s/he can apply to the college as a new 

student without referring back to the academic transcript. This application is subject to all rules and 

regulations. 

5. A student’s file is reinstated automatically in the summer session if he/she was academically 

dismissed for exceeding the required period for graduation. The student GPA must not be less than 

2.00 and is illegible for the monthly allowance if s/he can complete all the degree plan requirement 

in the summer session. 

College dismissal: 

A student is academically dismissed and the file is terminated in the following cases: 

1. If the student received 3 warnings consecutively because of obtaining low cumulative GPA that is 

less than 2.00. 
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2. If the student didn’t finish the graduating requirements during the given time which means (if the 

student didn’t finish the graduation requirements in maximally within half the period required for 

graduation plus the whole program duration). 

Extra Chance: 

1. The College Council (of JUC) or an authorized deputyship is entitled to give an academic chance to a 

student who has obtained three warnings and who is able to raise the cumulative GPA to 2.00 or 

more based on a recommendation given by the Academic Assessment Committee according to the 

regulations of giving the extra chance. 

2. In exceptional cases, the college council is entitled to improve the students’ situation who have 

exceeded the given time to graduate. They can be given an exceptional opportunity that shall not 

exceed two regular semesters.   

 

Grading System:  

The grades obtained by the students in each course are calculated as follows: 

Grade in English Grade in Arabic Grade weight Marks Limit English Symbol 

Exceptional 95- 100 4 ممتاز مرتفع A+ 

Excellent 90 3.75 ممتاز - to less than- 95  A 

Superior  مرتفعجيد 
ً
 +to less than- 90 B - 85 3.50 جدا

Very Good  
ً
 to less than- 85 B - 80 3.00 جيد جدا

Above Average 75 2.50 جيد مرتفع - to less than- 80 C+ 

Good 70 2.00 جيد - to less than- 75  C 

High-pass 65 1.50 مقبول مرتفع - to less than- 70  D+ 

Pass  60 1.00 مقبول - to less than- 65  D 

Fail راسب Zero  Less than 60  F 
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Graduation Grades: 

The general grade when graduating is based on the cumulative GPA as follows: 

Grade in English Cumulative GPA out of 4.00 General Grade 

Excellent 3.50 to 4.00 Excellent 

Very Good 2.75 to less than 3.50 Very Good 

Good     2.00 to less than 2.75 Good  

 

“Incomplete” Grade (IC): 

The Council of the Department offering a course may allow the student to complete the prerequisites for any 

course in the next semester based on a recommendation of the course teacher. The student obtains (IC) incomplete 

grade in the transcript and it is not counted in the semester GPA or in the Cumulative GPA except for the grade the 

student obtained after completing the prerequisites of that course. If the student’s (IC) grade didn’t change within 

one semester, the student shall receive (F) grade and it shall be counted In the semester and cumulative GPA. 

‘’ Continues’’ grade (IP): 

If studying research courses takes more than one academic semester, the student is given continuous grade (IP), 

after finishing the study, a student shall be given the grade obtained in the course. If the student didn’t complete 

the course in the given time, the Department Council is entitled to approve adding Incomplete grade to the student 

transcript. 

Excellence Award: 

A financial reward is given at the end of each semester to the excellent regular students (Semester Excellence) or a 

student who is on scholarship. However, the course load must not be less than 12 hours and their names shall be 

displayed in the Excellence list as follows: 

Excellent students (for each semester) of CIS 
Amount Semester GPA Excellence Award 

1000 SR 3.75 to 4.00 First 

750 SR 3.25 to less than 3.75 Second 
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Grievance: 

The student is entitled to object to the given mark in the exams or to the punishment he/she received within 

one week and it should be based on the rules and regulations determined by the College Council. 

Courses Equation: 

A student who has studied in a different college or university is allowed to request for an equation to the courses 

he studied before according to the college regulations. The following conditions are for equating any course: 

1. The student must obtain grade Good C or better in that course 

2. The student must study in a recognized college or university 

3. The course that the student has studied before must correspond in its description to one of the 

courses that are required for graduation.   

4. The grade that the student has obtained before is not counted in his cumulative GPA 

Graduation: 

The student graduates after completing successfully the graduation requirements according to the degree 

plan, the GPA must not be less than 2.00 out of 4.00, and it should be within the specified timeframe. 

 

Honor Degrees for Graduate Students: 

A graduate student is entitled a first honor degree if he/she obtained a cumulative GPA of (3.75 to 4.00). Second 

honor degree is given to a graduate student in case of obtaining a cumulative GPA of (3.25 to less than 3.75). 

The third honor degree is given to a graduate student of JUC only in case of obtaining a cumulative GPA that is 

higher than 3.00  

Obtaining the first and second honor degree has the following conditions: 

1. The student must not fail any course before in the college or in any different university. 

2. The student has to finish all the graduation requirements in a period that doesn’t exceed the average 

of maximum and minimum period to complete the program. 
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3. The student has to study in the college that he/she is going to graduate from  for no less than 60% of 

the graduation requirements. 

4. Third honor degree is given to a graduate student who obtained a cumulative GPA of 3.00 or more 

and who did not meet conditions of the first and the second honor degrees yet meet the above 

mentioned conditions 2&3. 

 

Discipline: 

This regulation aims to: 

1- Ensure the quality of the educational process and supporting activities in the College / Institute. 

2 - Control – the students’ behavior to be active members in their communities. 

3- Correcting students’ mal-behavior by imposing the penalties suitable to the seriousness of their violation as 

well as addressing their behavior successfully from an educationally and academically.   

Disciplinary violations: 

Any violation of public morals, public regulations, instructions and decisions of the College is considered to be 

a disciplinary violation by which the student is subject to the disciplinary penalties listed below:  

1. Disrupting and inciting to disrupt the study process. 

2. Not attending lectures or conducting the required academic tasks that are stated in the regulations, or 

encouraging others not to. 

3. Breaking the rules and regulations or interrupting the study process inside the college and its facilities 

or else to disobeying the followed rules during lectures, exams, forums, or any conducted activities 

either inside or outside the college, or any activity where the college participates in, in addition to 

causing the troubles in transportation or any college facilities.  

4. Cheating by any means in exams, participating in cheating, or getting the exam questions before 

conducting it. In addition, cheating in reports, researches, practical and field activities and the 

graduation projects as well as when a student allows another student to take the exam instead of 

him/her and vice versa.  
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5. Impersonating others in any matter related to the college and its affairs, and giving an official 

documents or identities to others for the purpose of using them illegally, or speaking on behalf of the 

college without having and official authorization.   

6. Conducting any disrespectful act that can violate religion, honor and the dignity of others or 

performing unacceptable or inappropriate act that could negatively affect the College reputation.  

7. Attacking and dealing rudely with any college staff member or contract workers either verbally or 

physically. 

8. Accessing the confidential information for any faculty member, publishing it, or instructing others on 

how to access it. 

9. Conducting or participating in any activity either inside or outside the college, issuing brochures, 

posters, flyers or distributing or posting them. In addition to, raising funds, collecting donations 

without an official approval from the College. 

10. Violating the Islamic and the national principles of our country and transgressing the national unity 

either verbally or physically. Also, joining anti-national organizations, or any political or regional 

ideas that violate the Kingdom system or to promote them inside the college. 

11. Forging and falsification official documents and certificates, and using them after being forged either 

they were issued from or outside the college as long as these documents are related to the students in 

the college and the college procedures. In addition to destroying all or some of its contents 

intentionally, or using illegal methods to obtain them. 

12.  Damaging the college facilities intentionally as well as changing and moving them from their places 

without permission. In addition to any practice that may affect the cleanliness of these facilities.   

13. Holding and possessing guns or white weapons (knives, sticks, etc.)  or keeping flammables materials 

or inserting any material that could be illegally used, like drugs and alcohol inside the college facilities 

or threating by using any of them. 

14. Using modern technology and social media for the purpose of harming the college or its staff 

members. 

15. Possessing films, pictures, tapes, newspapers or magazines containing materials that are against the 

Islamic morals and ethics within the College and its facilities.  
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16. Not adhering to the accepted social rules regarding clothing in which it doesn’t comply with the 

Islamic values and the Saudi traditions and customs as well as the instructions issued by the college 

in this regard. 

17.  Smoking or the like inside the college campus according to the instructions 

18. Inviting visitors from outside the college without an official permission 

19. Not presenting official papers and documents for authority  

20. Showing inappropriate behavior while addressing any member of the discipline committee when the 

students is being questioned.  

21. Stealing or attempting theft within or outside the college campus such as (money, equipment, tools, 

devices, ...) or (research, graduation projects, homework ...) or attempting to seize them. 

22. Any other behavior the college considers as a violation to its regulations, instructions, decisions, 

and/or have not stated in this bylaw.  
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Disciplinary Penalties:   

Penalties could be: 

1. Oral warning  

2. Warning with written contest by the student 

3. Assigning the student to perform some social or service work or attending workshops inside or outside 

the college for no more than a month. 

4. Temporary denial for one or two semesters from participating in any one or more students’ activities 

that the student has violated. 

5.  Cancelling students’ registration in one or more courses 

6. Considering the student failure in one or more courses 

7. Retaining or destroying camera devices for students 

8. Denying the student from having some of the college privileges  

9. Suspending a student temporary from studying in College/ Institute for a period that doesn’t exceed 

two semesters, and the courses taken by the student’s during this period in another college are not 

considered.  

10. Depriving the student from obtaining the graduation certificate, scientific certificates, or non-academic 

documents that were attained through cheating or forgery or any other related violation. 

11.  Final dismissal from college 

12. Denying the student temporary or permanently from housing services.  

 

 

Student’s Right and Responsibilities: 

Students’ academic rights: 

1. Preparing an appropriate teaching – learning environment  

2. Keeping the students’ academic and personal information confidential 

3. Informing the student with any decision taken related to her/him and giving him the chance to defend 

himself.   

4. Discussing and inquiring scientifically with the faculty member either during lectures or during their 

office hours. 
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5. Faculty member shall commit themselves to their lectures, completing theoretical and practical hours 

and they shall not cancel lectures or change their times unless necessary.   

6. Attaining a College ID card to prove his identity inside and outside the College campus 

7. Checking the class schedule before the beginning of the semester to be able to register in courses 

available in the system according to the college rules and regulations 

8. Checking the degree plans, course descriptions, and the class schedules. 

9. Transferring from one major to another according to the related rules and regulations 

10. Adding of dropping any available course according the college rules and regulations, or dropping the 

whole semester in the given time. 

11. Obtaining a graduation certificate after finishing the graduation requirements according to the college 

rules and regulations. 

12. Reviewing the results for the academic achievement according to the college study and exam bylaws, 

its executive terms, the grievance rules and procedures. 

13. The exam questions shall be within the curriculum frame, content and issues, or the topics that were 

discussed during the lectures. Also, it must be taken into consideration the equal distribution for the 

marks within this frame. 

14. Making use of the academic advisory services. 

 

Students’ Non-Academic Rights: 

1. Making use of the social and psychological care services offered by the college according to its rules 

and regulations. 

2. Providing sufficient health care for the students in the Royal Commission hospital and clinics 

3. Benefiting from the college services and facilities like (dormitory, learning resources, football field, 

entertainment halls, students’ activities, the cafeteria and the restaurant, parking, etc.), according to 

the rules and regulations and according to the availability. 

4. Obtaining incentives, rewards, financial aids and extra loans officially prescribed. 

5. Issuing a permission for vehicle to the students’ parking areas according to the rules and regulations. 

6. Having the right to vote and nomination for the student council to express the student’s voice 

according to the students’ council regulations. 

7. Receiving sufficient assistance that meets the student’s needs. 

8. Evaluating the provided students’ services through surveys. 
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9. Reviewing the college instructions and bylaws. 

10. Writing a plea through students’ service department. 

11. Informing the student of the status for his appeal complain status by the respective department. 

 

Students’ Academic Duties: 

1. Complying with the college rules and regulations. 

2. Committing to the academic behavioral standards (self-commitment to the academic integrity and all 

the learning process instructions) 

3. Attending regularly and following lectures related rules as well as avoiding being absent unless with a 

valid excuse based on the college regulation.  

4.    Respecting the exam regulations and avoiding cheating or causing noises during exams. 

5. Avoiding doing any behavior that goes against our religion, morals, and social traditions and customs 

which can negatively affect the student academic and the professional status. 

6. Committing to perform the punishment in case of violating any college rules. 

7. Evaluating the faculty member according the prepared forms honestly.  

8. Conducting all the required academic procedures within the given time. 

9. Paying attention to the general rules for attending lectures and showing punctuality.  

10.   Following-up with all the academic announcements posted on the college website and on the 

official bulletin board.  

 

 

Students Non-Academic Duties: 

1. Attending the orientation in the college and its departments. 

2. Maintaining the college facilities and appropriately using its according to the College regulations. 

3. Refraining from smoking inside the college. 

4. Avoiding making noise or chaotic assembly. 

5. Avoiding having inappropriate hairstyle as well as wearing inappropriate un-Islamic clothes.  

6. Showing accuracy and preciseness when providing the college with personal information and data, 

and instantly updating them. 

7. Avoiding offending the college reputation by any inappropriate act inside or outside the college 

campus. The College is entitled to undertake the suitable procedures in case of any violation. 
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8. Showing respect for all staff members, faculty, workers, students, visitors and avoiding any harmful 

act either verbally or physically. 

9. Holding and keeping the College ID card safely, avoid misusing, showing it to authorized people 

upon request, and returning it back in case of leaving the college. 

10. Maintaining hygiene and cleanliness inside the college facilities.   

 

 

 


